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Figure 1. Users engage in complex sensemaking around control settings, without discovering that some of the controls display random tweets.

ABSTRACT

Author Keywords

Algorithmic prioritization is a growing focus for social media
users. Control settings are one way for users to adjust the prioritization of their news feeds, but they prioritize feed content
in a way that can be difficult to judge objectively. In this work,
we study how users engage with difficult-to-validate controls.
Via two paired studies using an experimental system – one
interview and one online study – we found that control settings functioned as placebos. Viewers felt more satisfied with
their feed when controls were present, whether they worked
or not. We also examine how people engage in sensemaking
around control settings, finding that users often take responsibility for violated expectations – for both real and randomly
functioning controls. Finally, we studied how users controlled
their social media feeds in the wild. The use of existing social
media controls had little impact on user’s satisfaction with the
feed; instead, users often turned to improvised solutions, like
scrolling quickly, to see what they want.
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INTRODUCTION

Much past work has explored the design of control panels and
control settings, particularly in hardware and safety-critical
domains (e.g., control panels ranging from washing machines
and ovens [14, 42] to aircraft and nuclear reactors [41, 46]).
However, surprisingly little has been said about the design
and interaction with control settings in graphical user interfaces (with a notable exception of [33]), beyond traditional
user interface design practice and through encouraging sensible general design choices as analogues to such hardware
designs [42]. This gap in knowledge is surprising and problematic as control settings and control panels are omnipresent
in people’s everyday use of technology.
Social media platforms have added control settings to increase
user satisfaction and feelings of control (particularly around
privacy), but also as a general feedback mechanism to increase
user engagement [43]. While personalization of news and
social media feeds was proposed early (e.g., Fishwrap and
Excite [8, 36]), such news feeds often featured highly manual
personalization, for example, choosing to “remove politics."
Much of this personalization is now done automatically. While
users can provide feedback and control, such changes are often
less direct (e.g., “see less like this"), may change only some
elements of the feed (rather than more visible changes like
removing an entire section) and there may be delays before
users see the impact of their choices. In this work, we consider
the question of whether and how users validate control settings.

Control settings on social media differ from those on traditional applications, because they can be very challenging to
judge objectively. A user might know precisely what to expect
if they click “add subtitles" on a video service, select a “large"
font size on their web browser, or filter a list of products to
“less than $50." But social media applications can be much
more difficult to interpret. If, for example, a user clicks “Hide
post: See fewer posts like this," (as on Facebook), it is not obvious what “posts like this" means or how clicking it will change
the user’s news feed. When the effectiveness and functionality
of social media controls are difficult for users to validate, the
question arises: do these controls increase satisfaction because
of their operation or because of their mere presence?

Understanding how users make sense of automated systems
is important not only to design for accessibility for a range of
users during routine operation, but to help users navigate malfunction or unexpected outcomes. Indeed, as Lucy Suchman
demonstrated in her classic study at Xerox, design for user experience of system breakdowns — when even the most trusted
human-machine relationship weathers difficulty — is often
crucial to the creation of humane and lasting systems [57]. As
a result of the important role sensemaking plays in user experience and design, many researchers have explored sensemaking
around automated systems, in domains from thermostats and
home sensors [58, 63] to self tracking devices [30, 47, 64] and
other personal data [62] to classification algorithms [31].

In this paper, we present the results of two experiments exploring this topic. Both use systems that show users their Twitter
news feeds with control settings we developed. An interview
study offered real and random algorithmic controls to explore
user sensemaking (Figure 1). An online study included an
additional no-control-setting condition to test for a placebo
effect. Through these studies, we uncover a placebo effect for
control settings, where users are more satisfied with a social
media news feed when a control setting is present, whether it
functions with a real algorithm or simply displays a random
subset of the news feed.

Recent work has even begun to explore how users make sense
of randomly automated systems that are deceptively presented
as functional [55]. This work (along with others that do not
directly test non-functional operations) has shown that users
are so likely to trust an algorithmic system that when making
sense of the system, they will disregard evidence of failures
by taking personal responsibility for them, or assuming an
algorithmic omniscience that extends beyond the system [18,
55, 62]. In this work, we similarly study how sensemaking
processes differ when some control settings function randomly
(but are presented as real), in the domain of social media.

MOTIVATION AND RELATED WORK

One of the most validated and replicated phenomena is that
of placebo effects – that the mere presence of a “cure"
(even if it is an inert, non-operational pill) heals people [38].
Medicine [27], psychology [56], and even marketing [54] have
well established the strength and power of this effect. While
placebo effects are more often controlled for than studied
themselves, a placebo can cause “objective (structurally and
functionally measurable) changes in physiological functioning" [24]. While many different theories for the mechanism of
the placebo effect exist [24], an important factor is that the intervention should not be trivial for the patient to assess. Thus,
while many control settings (like a price filter) may be straightforward to evaluate, given the difficulty of objectively judging
the functionality of many social media controls, we raise the
question of whether they too may function as placebos.
Such a placebo effect test has rarely been investigated in computing. Researchers have explored the potential of benevolent
deception [1], either for entertainment [37] or to help users
learn [53]. However, as far as we know only Springer et al.
have directly studied a placebo effect, where users interacted
with a supposed “emotion meter" and believed that a completely random system was working well [55]. This motivates
our first research question, where we explore whether there is
a placebo effect for control settings, particularly for difficultto-judge algorithmic control settings typical of social media.
In the remainder of the paper, we frequently refer to these
control settings simply as controls, and a control panel as a
grouping of such controls.
RQ1: Is there a placebo effect for control settings — that
is, are users more satisfied with a social media feed when a
control is present, whether the control works or not?

Many researchers have explored sensemaking around social
media and news feeds [7, 12, 18, 20, 48]. French and Hancock
identified the metaphors people hold for news feeds, from rational assistants to unwanted observers [20]. Raider and Gray
found many users believed social media systems engage in
complex reasoning to infer their preferences and show them
relevant posts [48]. Eslami et al. found that, driven by their theories of how news feeds are algorithmically controlled, users
engage in complex behaviors like liking and then immediately
hiding posts to try to achieve the feed they want [18].
Researchers have also highlighted the significance of experiencing violated expectations on social media. Bucher’s interviews with Facebook users revealed that this can lead to a
feeling of creepiness [7]. DeVito et al.’s study of folk theories
of algorithmic curation of the Twitter news feed showed that
users’ resistance to algorithmically curated news feeds is often
driven by violated expectations [12]. In our second research
question, we focus on expectation violation with algorithmic
controls of social media – additionally studying how (if at all)
these responses differ when a control functions randomly:
RQ2: How do people make sense of controls, particularly
when the control functionality violates their expectations?
Finally, despite the prevalence of control settings on social
media, studies of how people are able to find them and how
likely they are to use them have primarily occurred within the
narrow domain of privacy controls [4, 26, 28, 61, 65]. Numerous researchers have noted that user takeup of privacy controls
is low [2, 3, 23]. Some have sought to identify why users have
difficulty finding and understanding privacy controls [61]. We
seek to explore the use of controls other than privacy control
settings. How do participants use Twitter’s existing controls?
Does control usage (specifically, usage of the follow and un-

System Design

follow controls central to Twitter’s news feed) impact user
satisfaction? And when imagining their ideal news feed, how
do users envision using controls (if at all) to create it?
RQ3: How do users currently edit – and envision editing –
their news feed? Does more frequent control use make users
more satisfied with their current feed?
In order to address these research questions, we conducted
two experiments, designed to complement each other – one
an in-person interview, one online. Both used similar systems,
based on a common design that paired the user’s own Twitter
news feed with control settings they could use to influence
the algorithmic composition of their feed. Figure 2 illustrates
the two system designs used for these experiments. In some
cases, the controls worked “correctly," updating the news feed
to capture one implementation of the concept for the control
setting. In others the controls worked “randomly," instead
showing a consistent but random subset of the users’ news
feed. In the online experiment, a third, baseline condition was
added, where no control setting was present. Users answered
questions about their experience with the controls as well as
the resulting feed to help us address these research questions.
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SYSTEM DESIGN

Figure 2(a) illustrates the core features common to both experimental systems: the user login, the news feed and any available
controls. Users log in and are shown their own news feed on
the left. The number of controls on the right depends on the
experiment; the online experiment had a single or no control,
the interview experiment had five control settings. When users
interact with the controls, their news feed immediately updates. Instant updates enable Schön’s reflection-in-action –
users who immediately see the impacts of their choices can
better engage in sensemaking around the outcomes [50].
Control Settings for Social Media

Users encounter many types of control settings on social media
platforms. While social media controls can be complex and
granular, most systems allow a user to control 1) who sees
them and 2) who and what they see. The first overlaps with
privacy controls, where a user can decide whether they can
be discovered, tagged in photos, and whether their content is
public. Many control settings also allow the user to control
what they see on their own news feed: controls of ads (both
whether ads are personalized and the interests and location
history those are based on), controls of friends (e.g., follow or
friend), more granular controls of what content from friends is
seen (e.g., block, mute), and finally controls that both provide
feedback but also potentially impact the feed (e.g., like). For
this experiment, we designed controls that would be difficult
to judge objectively (e.g., popularity) but would revise the feed
immediately when a participant modified the control setting.
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We conducted two related experiments allowing the user to
control their own social media news feed. For each, the user interacted with the control settings (if available) to try to improve
their news feed and answered questions about their experience.
Popular social network Twitter (330 million monthly active
users [60]) was selected because it allowed us to abide by
Terms of Service while accessing users’ unfiltered news feeds.
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Figure 2. Two experiments used similar system designs. The overview
(a) shows the core features: a user login, the user’s own news feed, and
controls. The interview system design (b) featured five controls and sideby-side feeds, while the online system (c) had a single control and feed.

While few social networks provide controls for the kind of
summary features (like popularity) we developed, they often
provide access to the results on alternate views like Instagram’s
“Explore" tab. External tools also provide similar controls [66].
Control settings must also be useful for the particular social
media platform that they control. Twitter functions as a social
network, but also as a news media site [32]. To capture both of
these aspects, we developed control settings for accounts but
also for tweet content. Controls were roughly split between
tweet content (sentiment, popularity) and accounts (poster frequency, closeness and celebrity). With these controls, we tried
to maximize four factors: 1) Ecological validity: these controls
are typical of those found in social media, 2) Value: pilot tests
suggested users care about these concepts, 3) Non-triviality:
these controls cannot be trivially falsified, unlike some alternatives (e.g., a “media" control that toggles the presence of
photos where failures are trivial to detect) and 4) Data support:

there is data from the platform to support implementation of
a working control. While controls for personalized content
like “Things you might like" are appealing, the Twitter API
does not provide data (e.g., a user’s like history) to support it.
Controls were iterated on repeatedly to meet these goals.
Real and Random Control Setting Algorithms

We briefly outline how each control’s values were calculated:
Popularity used a simple metric: the number of times
the post was retweeted.
Sentiment was calculated using LIWC [45]. Using a
positive and negative vocabulary, tweets were scored by
the total of number of positive minus negative words.
Frequency measured how often an account posted, using
the average number of times they posted per month, over
the length of the account’s existence.
Celebrity measured how famous an account was using its
number of followers. The scores increased for users with
more than 1000 followers, as the average user (who has
posted in the last month) has about 700 [35]. The score
used a log scale: C = max(log(x) − 3, 0) for x followers.
Closeness approximated tie strength to capture how personally close a user was to the account they followed.
This measure was based on features used for Twitter in
the WeMeddle system [22]. Using the current API, we
were able to compute a score based on the number of followers, number and sentiment of direct messages, most
recent direct message, and how recently the account was
followed, where the closeness score increased inversely
for number of followers and recency of following.
The algorithms we developed for these control settings may
not be optimal. For example, sentiment might be improved
by using other dictionaries [25] or including more complex
features like word length [6]. However, they captured the
concepts well enough, as shown through numerous pilot tests
conducted to ensure that the algorithms produced useful results
and in the validation phase of the interview experiment.
Since one of the purposes of the experiments was to understand
whether it matters if controls work or not, each control had
both a “real" and a “random" algorithm for computing scores.
For each user, we collected the 800 most recent tweets and all
accounts they follow, using the Twitter API. For each tweet or
account, we computed values for our controls using these data.
Once all non-random values were computed, “random" values
were assigned by drawing randomly from this distribution. In
this way, non-uniform distributions (e.g., of popularity) could
be captured for the random controls.
Interface Details

Each control setting was presented as a slider (Figure 1b), with
a title (e.g., celebrity) and each end labeled (e.g., unknown and
well-known). We provided neither text nor verbal explanations
of the function of each control setting. This more closely
emulated existing social media systems, where it is left to the
user to guess what impact a like, block or even follow will
have on their overall news feed and social media experience.

Each slider used a coarse 5-point granularity, where the ticks
formed equally sized bins of accounts or tweets (depending
on control type) for the logged in user. Thus the scores for an
account would be relative only to the other accounts the user
followed, so @MerriamWebster (~500k followers) might be
the most well-known celebrity for one user, but a less known
celebrity for another following more famous accounts.
In the face-to-face experiment the user viewed two news feeds
side-by-side (Figure 2b). One news feed was controlled by the
real scores for each control, while the other was controlled by
the random scores. The left-right ordering of which feed was
controlled by real or random controls was randomized automatically. Seeing both sides update simultaneously helped users
compare the changes and engage in reflection-in-action [50].
In the online experiment, on the other hand, the user viewed
a single feed, shortened to 10 tweets (Figure 2c). As the user
interacted with the single control (when a control was present),
the news feed would update either using either the real or the
random scores for that control type (e.g., popularity). The ordering of when users encountered real, random and no control
setting for a given control type were similarly randomized.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

We investigated our research questions using a mixed methods approach. We designed two complementary studies, the
first a qualitative and quantitative laboratory study conducted
face-to-face (the “interview experiment"), and the second a
quantitative online experiment. The qualitative portion of the
lab study allowed for our sensemaking investigation. In the
online study, we scaled our study to a larger number of more
geographically diverse participants, using only quantitative
survey measures to understand participants’ preferences. The
online study also included an additional no-control-setting
condition as a baseline measure to study the placebo effect.
Both studies investigated the effects of introducing control
settings to a news feed on self-reported user experience. In
both studies we experimentally manipulated the independent
variable of control settings by varying their presence and function in three possible levels: real controls present, random
controls present, and in the online experiment only: no control
settings present. We then measured the dependent variables
user satisfaction, feelings of control, and in the in-person lab
study only: sense-making approach. Dependent variables were
measured after each treatment: both studies were posttest-only
designs. Different control settings (using the algorithms described above) were employed, but in order to focus on our
research questions were not treated as a factor; both experiments are therefore one-way and test the presence and function
of control settings, conceptualized as one factor. Experiments
are within-subjects, as participants interacted with every condition. Treatment order was counterbalanced by randomization.
In the interview experiment, we addressed RQ3 by first capturing detailed data via surveys and interview questions on
participants’ control setting use and their satisfaction with
their existing feeds, prior to any experimental intervention.
We then tested two treatments: real controls and randomly
functioning controls. Semi-structured interviews allowed par-
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Figure 3. Reported Twitter Use. Participants report their overall use (a),
reading Twitter frequently, though many post less frequently (if ever).
Most reported using Twitter several times yesterday (b).

ticipants to share their sensemaking process for each type in
an open-ended way and to address RQ2 – how they responded
to violated expectations. Finally, the interview experiment
included a manipulation check to confirm that the experimental conditions were distinguishable: we told participants that
some controls functioned randomly, and participants were
asked to distinguish the real settings from the random ones.
The online experiment supplemented this, specifically testing whether there is a placebo effect for controls, to address
RQ1. Since a placebo effect is measured in comparison to
a no-intervention baseline (i.e., an inert pill making people
healthier than no treatment at all), the online study included an
additional baseline “no-control-setting” treatment. The effects
of these interventions were measured with Likert scale survey
questions that participants answered for each condition. The
online experiment also featured a larger, more geographically
representative sample than the interview study.
The two studies were designed to complement each other
via a triangulation design using the convergence model [10].
Qualitative results from the in-person interviews were merged
with the quantitative findings of the lab and online experiments
in the interpretation stage. While the control panels differ
in the number of controls (and number of conditions), both
studies provide independent complementary evidence about
sensemaking and the placebo effect. In both experiments, the
user interacted with controls to “make their favorite version
of their news feed for leisurely browsing (e.g., while drinking
coffee on a weekend morning)" and answered questions about
their experience. We describe each in more detail below.
INTERVIEW EXPERIMENT

The interview experiment was designed to study sensemaking
practices (RQ2), capture current social media and control use
(RQ3), and confirm the real controls worked well enough for
users to distinguish them from the randomly functioning ones.
Participants

Although the interview experiment employed a nonprobability convenience sample, participants were recruited
with varied appeals designed to increase demographic diversity. We advertised the study with flyers in public locations
(libraries, coffee shops, golf courses, etc.) and with online
advertisements (including newsletters, news boards, etc.). The

results include interviews with 32 participants (44% male,
6% chose not to answer) from the Champaign-Urbana area.
Participants were diverse (19% Black, 19% Asian, 6% Hispanic/Latino, 3% Multiracial and 53% White), though the
sample skewed young (59% under 25).
The selection criteria for participation was reading Twitter at
least once per day; most participants reported reading Twitter
at least once per day (Figure 3), though they reported posting to
Twitter less frequently. Participants also reported the number
of times they used Twitter yesterday and on a typical day in
free text. Distributions were quite similar and were collapsed
from real values to the groupings reported in Figure 3b.
Participants were paid $10/hour for the duration of their interview. The full interview typically ran an hour and a half
(M=1 hour 38 min, SD=20 min).
Study Tasks
Part I: Pre-Experiment Survey and Feed Exploration

The first segment of the interview experiment focused on
understanding users’ current use of social media. After the
user logged in, they completed a survey on their current social
media usage and control usage on social media. Users were
then shown 10 tweets randomly selected from their home
timeline and asked to explain why they would or would not
want to read each. Next, the main system displayed the most
recent tweets from their home timeline (Figure 2b) and users
pointed out any tweets they especially liked or disliked.
These tasks served two functions: first, they qualitatively captured how actively each user curates their news feed already.
Second, these activities served to surface the participants’ preferences and help focus their attention on what they like/dislike
and on how they might use the controls in the next stage.
Part II: Control Sensemaking

The second stage of the experiment focused on understanding how users make sense of controls. Participants saw two
news feeds side-by-side (Figure 2b), one controlled by the real
scores for the controls, the other controlled by the random
scores. Comparing left and right as they updated simultaneously helped users think more deeply about the controls.
Participants first performed the tasks for this segment focusing
on the left-hand feed, then repeated the same process focusing
on the right-hand feed. The left-right ordering of real and
random sides was randomized by the system.
Participants were asked to use any controls they liked to create
their favorite version of their feed for leisurely browsing. The
interviewers conducted a semi-structured interview, asking
questions as the participants engaged with the controls. When
the participant was satisfied with their news feed, they read
it for a few minutes, before completing a survey about their
experience and satisfaction with the feed they created. Finally,
they were asked to explicitly compare the results on the two
sides and identify which of the feeds they preferred (left or
right) and summarize their thoughts about the controls.
Part III: Validation and Debriefing

Participants might be as satisfied with random controls as with
real ones if the "real” controls were designed badly enough

that users found their outcomes indistinguishable from random
changes. To address this potential issue, we included a final
manipulation check segment in the interview study.
After users answered questions about their ideal feed, they
were debriefed with questions about what they thought the
purpose of the study was. They were then told the true purpose
of the study. Users were shown a duplicate interface, where
the left hand column always updated at random. Users were
told that one of the news feeds was updating at random as they
chose different controls and were asked to identify which feed
was updating at random, again using any controls they liked.

in particular about the options they used or the way the
feeds changed. In the validation phase, these included
asking directly Which do you think is updating randomly?
and How did you work that out? to capture whether (and
how) the user identified the “random" feed.
ONLINE EXPERIMENT

The online experiment supplemented the interview experiment
to specifically determine whether there is a placebo effect for
controls (RQ1). We added a no-control-setting condition (not
present in the interview study), to allow comparisons between
real and random controls and a no-control-setting baseline.

Measures

Participants

The questions in this study were presented 1) in a preexperiment survey, 2) in an after-task feed survey, and 3)
as open-ended questions within the semi-structured interview.
The pre-experiment survey (given at the beginning of the experiment in Part I) included demographic questions and questions
about participants’ typical social media use. The after-task
feed survey was given twice, once after the user had experienced each of the two feeds (real and random) in Part II. In
the after-task feed survey, Likert scales assessed the dependent variables, descriptives, and manipulation checks for the
quantitative experiment in the lab study. These included:

The online experiment recruited participants from Amazon
Mechanical Turk to supplement the interview experiment with
more participants and participants from more diverse locations.
Although it also employs a non-probability convenience sample, the online experiment includes surveys from 106 participants from 30 states, covering every region of the continental
US. Participants (50% male, 1% chose not to answer) ranged
between 20 and 78 years old (M = 35, SD = 10).

Satisfaction A scale of three questions assessed satisfaction with the news feed: I am satisfied with the final news
feed I saw for leisurely browsing, I enjoyed browsing this
news feed, and I would like to use an interface like this in
my day-to-day browsing of Twitter.
Feelings of control One question was used as a manipulation check to ensure that users felt more control in
the experimental conditions when a control setting was
present: I feel in control of my news feed. We assess
control with a single item to avoid priming participants
to focus on our manipulation.
While the questions were developed ad hoc for this experiment,
they were iterated on to be easily interpreted, unambiguous
and to capture a variety of aspects of satisfaction (with the
feed, interface, and imagined future use).
Open-ended questions within the semi-structured interview
spanned the length of the experiment, capturing dependent
variables, descriptives, and manipulation checks such as:
Sensemaking approach When the users engaged with
the controls, the open-ended questions included: What
do you expect with that option?, How do you think it’s doing?, What are you paying attention to, to tell whether it’s
working?, and Is there anything you’re surprised to see?
Or that you think is missing? to capture sensemaking
approach and satisfaction.
Current control use In addition to questions in the survey, the debriefing included questions about what the
user’s ideal or “dream" feed would include and If you
wanted to try to achieve this with Twitter’s controls now,
how would you do so?
Identification of random feed Users were asked in the
debriefing at the end of the study if they noticed anything

The full online experiment was designed to last less than 30
minutes. Participants in this experiment were paid $4, for an
approximate rate of $8/hour, though online participants were
not individually timed.
Study Tasks

For the online experiment, the system was significantly simplified; participants interacted with a single control or the
baseline no-control-setting condition. They viewed a single
feed at a time (Figure 2c), rather than two side-by-side feeds
as in the interview. For each such feed, participants answered
a short survey about their experience with the control and feed.
After logging in, users were shown a brief demographic survey.
They were then shown their news feed (abbreviated to the
most recent 10 tweets) and a single control. From the full
five controls developed for the interview study, the online
study focused on only two of the controls: popularity and
closeness. These two were selected to capture the measures
focused on tweet content (popularity) and those focused on
accounts (closeness).
Each page participants viewed constituted one experimental
condition. Each page showed a news feed and a control setting (closeness or popularity), which was then manipulated
(real/random/no-control-setting). Participants viewed pages in
sets of three focusing on a given control type (Figure 4), where
each of the three pages showed one of the three experimental
conditions (real/random/no-control-setting) in a randomized
order. Participants saw each control and condition three times,
to address any possible learning effects, for 18 total experiences. Although this could be analyzed as a 2 x 3 full (or
partial) factorial design, for clarity we did not treat the control
type (popularity vs. closeness) as a factor in this study.
As in the interview experiment, users were asked to create
their favorite version of their feed using the controls (if available). The participant was then shown a short survey assessing
satisfaction and self-efficacy for each page.
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Figure 4. Online Experiment Design Example. Participants experienced
each control type (popularity and closeness) and condition (real, random, no-control-setting), where ordering was randomized within each
control type. Participants would experience a series like this three times.

Measures

The survey questions in this experiment took two forms–
attention check and dependent measures. One question in
each survey was an attention check, common in Mechanical
Turk surveys. For example, an attention check might read
"Please select the option strongly agree." Of the 18 attention
check questions, participants needed to answer 15 correctly or
their results were omitted from the analysis. The other four
questions on each survey were the same Likert scales assessing satisfaction and feelings of control as were described in
the measures section for the interview experiment.
ANALYSIS

Interviews were analyzed by the first author using iterative
open coding. Survey questions were analyzed statistically in
the following way: First, the consistency of user responses was
assessed with Cronbach’s alpha to test for possible learning
effects. Second, the reliability of the scale for satisfaction was
assessed using item-total correlation scores. The manipulation
check and scale results were then analyzed using the KruskallWallis test to account for the ordinal values of the Likert scale
results. Finally, if the Kruskall Wallis test indicated an effect,
a post hoc Dunn test was used to identify which conditions
(real, random or no-control-setting) differed.
RESULTS

We identify a placebo effect for control settings, where users
are more satisfied with their news feed when a control setting
is offered, whether it works or not. Users experienced violated expectations when engaging with both real and random
controls, often taking responsibility for system failures. Importantly, we also show that more frequent manipulation of
control settings on Twitter did not increase users’ satisfaction
with their news feed. Instead, users often refered to improvised
means of customizing the experience.
RQ1: Placebo Effect of Control Settings

We found users were more satisfied with feeds when a control
was present, regardless of whether it functioned randomly. In

addition, the interview study confirmed that the “real” controls
worked well enough for users to distinguish them from ones
with a random algorithm, once made aware of this distinction.
Online study results

To address possible learning effects with our experimental system, participants were shown each control and condition pair
three times. Users answered consistently, with a mean Cronbach alpha of 0.79 (α = 0.71 − 0.89), indicating that users
scored a given control type/condition pairing (e.g. popularity/real) similarly each time they encountered it.
The Kruskall Wallis ANOVA test revealed no effect (H =
0.85, p = 0.36) across the popularity and closeness controls
for the question “I feel in control of my news feed." So popularity and closeness responses were collapsed for a KruskalWallis test comparing the real, random, and no-control-setting
conditions for the same question. A strong effect was found
(H = 94.47, p  0.00001), so Dunn post hoc tests were computed for each pair of conditions (Table 1). The scores functioned as a manipulation check, and indicated that users did in
fact feel greater control when a control panel was present.
Item-total correlation scores for the three satisfaction questions
confirmed the reliability of the scale (popularity r = 0.66 −
0.78, closeness r = 0.73 − 0.86). The satisfaction scale had
significant differences between the popularity and closeness
controls (H = 3.92, p = 0.047), where user satisfaction was
higher for popularity controls. So popularity and closeness
results are reported separately. Computing Kruskal-Wallis
scores for the three conditions revealed a significant difference
for both popularity (H = 33.85, p  0.0001) and closeness
(H = 13.85, p < 0.001). Post-hoc Dunn’s tests uncovered
an effect for real/none and random/none and no significant
difference for real/random pairs (Table 1). That is, users were
more satisfied and felt more in control when using a system
with either real or random controls than no control setting, and
furthermore are no less satisfied with random controls.
Interview study results

Users were similarly satisfied with both real and random
controls in the interview study, but users could identify the
randomly-controlled feed once made aware of the distinction.
Participants completed the same scale in the after-task feed
survey after interacting with the real and randomly controlled
feeds. Again, we found no significant difference between user
satisfaction with the real and random controls (H = 1.31, p =
0.25), though this study lacked a no-control-setting baseline.

In Control
Satisfaction
Popularity
Satisfaction
Closeness

Real & Rand

Real & None

Rand & None

Z = 0.89
p = 0.38
Z = 0.74
p = 0.46
Z = −0.80
p = 0.43

Z = 8.83
p  .00001
Z = 5.37
p  .00001
Z = 2.75
p < .01

Z = 7.94
p  .00001
Z = 4.63
p  .00001
Z = 3.55
p < .001

Table 1. Dunn post hoc test results. Users are more satisfied and feel
more control when using either real or random controls than no control,
but there is no significant difference between real and random controls.

In addition, when we asked users if they noticed anything
about the controls in our debriefing, no participant identified
that the controls on one column were working randomly. One
participant came close, noting, “The right side seemed more
like it actually was doing what you picked. The left side was
kinda random. Maybe not random, but it wasn’t as what I
wanted as the right" (P29). It was more common for participants to note that one side seemed to work better than the other
(n = 6), but some preferred the randomly-generated news feed
that they saw as a less literal interpretation of the concepts:
It seemed like the right side did exactly what I wanted
it to do when I picked a certain filter and the left side
didn’t necessarily do exactly what I wanted it to do but
did a better job of kind of inferring what I wanted, in a
way (P10).
The majority of participants mentioned some other unrelated
feature of the controls, e.g., controls they particularly enjoyed,
controls they wished we would add, or sharing concerns about
the concept of filtering social media in general (n = 22).
One concern was that participants might not notice a difference between real and random controls, if the real controls
were designed badly. To address this, the validation task asked
users to identify which feed was being updated randomly, after
being made aware that one feed would do so. Four participants incorrectly identified which feed updated randomly; 28
identified the randomly updating news feed correctly.
RQ2: Addressing Violated Expectations

Designing algorithms (particularly machine learning algorithms) to be interpretable by users is an active and challenging
topic of research [15, 34]. Even the simplest algorithms can be
difficult to interpret from their output, particularly if users do
not have clear expectations of what the algorithm will do. Even
with our simple implementations (e.g., popularity measured
only using retweets), users developed sophisticated theories of
what the controls do. While it is outside the scope of this paper
to detail the rich folk theories users developed for the controls,
we highlight how users addressed violated expectations.
Past work has shown that even for non-functioning automated
systems, users will disregard opposing evidence to believe they
are working, even generating excuses for the system, like “I did
not give it enough to work with" [55]. We find similar results,
where users developed explanations for unexpected results.
Interestingly, this was true for both real and random controls
– users also had their expectations violated by the functional
control settings, and excused them in similar ways. We report
the ways users addressed violated expectations in the interview
stage, reporting the number of users who expressed a similar
statement for the real and randomly functioning controls.
In fact, one method of addressing violated expectations was
substantially more common with the real controls: stating the
controls were fighting each other (nreal = 10, nrand = 1). As
one user described this:
I mean, I’m trying to imagine what the sliders do and
thinking of how I’ve maybe created a conflicting environment where I want things that are more popular but less

frequent. I don’t know, something that’s popular because
a lot of people retweeted or favorited it or liked it, or
whatever they call it now. Maybe that doesn’t always
match with things that are infrequent, I guess (P25).
The user takes responsibility, in this case, for having created a
demand that is impossible to satisfy.
Most ways of addressing violated expectations were used for
both real and random controls, though often slightly more
frequently for random controls. Users often updated their own
theory about how the control worked (nreal = 15, nrand = 16)
or explained what might be happening (nreal = 5, nrand = 11):
It may just be a function of the tweets it has to sort
through that only ‘famous’ people were tweeting in my
feed. Of the people that I follow, only the famous ones
were tweeting an hour ago or whatever (P20).
A few explanations were quite common. Users explained
tweets by conditioning their description, like describing someone as relatively unknown for a celebrity (nreal = 10, nrand =
16). When seeing a comedian in the feed after moving the sentiment control setting to negative, one participant noted, “So
this, for example, it’s a comedian but, this comedian pretends
he’s like Kim Jong Un from North Korea. So, it’s pretty dark
humor, a lot of negative things" (P9). Users also noted that
different people might interpret a result differently (nreal = 3,
nrand = 8), for example when looking at the results for more
well-known celebrities: “Probably, if you’re a sports fan —
I’m not really a sports fan [...] but then if someone saw this
picture, they would have known who this is, but I don’t" (P23).
Some even second guessed their own evaluation of accounts,
content or even their own preferences (nreal = 7, nrand = 10):
“I feel like they’re not really less popular? Maybe they are and
I just, I noticed them more than they actually post... Like since
I like them I think they post a lot but they really don’t" (P2).
Finally, a number of users took responsibility when the system
violated their expectations, either saying it was their fault for
not being able to understand the controls (“Are we close? I
don’t know, I’m horrible at this one!" (P5)) (nreal = 2, nrand
= 7), or taking responsibility for doing something outside the
system, “Oh, they’re still there. I should probably just unfollow
them if I don’t like them so much" (P15) (nreal = 4, nrand = 7).
While our results have shown that users are more satisfied
when a control setting is present, we have also discovered
that users will take responsibility – for asking too much of
the system, for not being able to understand, for not doing
something they should have already – when surprised or dissatisfied with the results, whether the control works or not. We
next study how this plays out on Twitter now, capturing how
participants use some of the existing controls on Twitter and
how that impacts their satisfaction with their feed.
RQ3: Current and Envisioned Use of Twitter’s Controls

We find a wide range in how often people use following controls on Twitter, but more editing does not make people enjoy
their feed more. When users address how to be more satisfied
with their news feed, they imagine using existing controls, but
also a number of improvised approaches.

Control Use

% Users who control who they follow by
Avg % of
Add
Remove Avg % of
Users Tweets Liked Users
Tweets Liked

Daily
Weekly
Monthly
Yearly
>1/Year
Never

3%
16
69
9
3
̶

30%
54
50
56
80
—

6%
̶
31
38
13
13

35%
—
57
52
45
53

Figure 5. Current control use and impact on user satisfaction. Most add
users at least a few times per month, though they remove less frequently.
Updating who they follow has little impact on news feed satisfaction.

Impact of Use of Existing Controls on News Feed Satisfaction

Interview results indicated that users typically do use existing
controls frequently, but that higher frequency use of controls
has little impact on users’ satisfaction with their existing feed.
Results draw from the interview study’s pre-experiment survey
on current social media usage. Twitter has an extensive control
panel available to users, including fine grained controls that
range from muting whole accounts to muting particular words
from just notifications from people you don’t follow for 24
hours. Our survey focused on use of follow and unfollow
controls, which form the core basis of the Twitter news feed.
Figure 5 shows participants’ current use of Twitter’s existing
controls for adding and removing followers from the news
feed. There is a wide variety of current control use, ranging
from daily use to several users who report never removing
users once they follow them. Users typically update who they
follow by adding followers at least a few times per month.
To understand how users’ control use impacts their satisfaction
with their news feed, we use data from the pre-experiment feed
exploration. The fraction of 10 randomly selected tweets that
users reported wanting to see is used as a measure of their
satisfaction with their existing news feed. We find that more
frequent control use (curating who the user follows) has no
impact on the fraction of tweets the user wants to see, either
by adding (r = −0.22, p = 0.22) or removing (r = −0.03, p =
0.86) friends. This suggests that use of existing controls has
little impact on users’ satisfaction with their existing feed.
How Users Envision Controlling What They See

We also studied how users envision controlling what they see.
When addressing how to be more satisfied with their news
feed, users point to existing controls, but also describe many
improvised behaviors like scrolling fast or simply choosing different social media platforms to control what they see. These
results include data from 1) users’ reflections (while using our
system) about how they achieve their goals on Twitter now and
2) an interview question where users described their “dream
feed" (i.e., their ideal version of their news feed) and then how
they would create it using Twitter.
Existing controls. Many participants did envision using existing controls offered by Twitter to create their dream feed.
The most frequently referred to control was following and
unfollowing users (n = 20). Users typically thought of this as
quite straightforward. For example to create their dream feed:

“Follow more accounts. And unfollow the accounts that tweets
[sic] a lot. I think that’s it" (P19). Users also referred to existing controls including muting or blocking users (n = 4), lists
(n = 4), or Twitter’s “Show me the best Tweets first" (n = 2).
Improvised controls. However, many users also described
using other Twitter affordances or behaviors to view what
they wanted. Several described using the explore tabs (which
include search, trending, and moments) to see current and
popular tweets (n = 8), so that their news feed did not need to
include those: “You can press search and [Twitter] brings you
to a whole ’nother page. It’s like trending stuff on there, and
that’s usually, that’s how I find out most of my news " (P29).
Others describe going directly the profile pages of accounts
they particularly like or care about to see the full feed (n = 4),
whether a news account or a personal friend. For example, one
user described visiting friends’ profiles to “read their tweets
directly there, instead of in a feed with anybody else" (P25).
A few rarely look at their news feed and rely primarily on
direct messages from friends to see what they want (n = 2). As
one participant noted, all his friends share tweets. And whether
they are shared humor or sharing opinions about important
events, “It’s like for me. It’s geared towards me" (P21).
Finally, a few users who did not envision many opportunities
for themselves to create their dream feed, instead used their
own behavior – scrolling quickly – to avoid tweets they didn’t
want to see (n = 3). As one described it,
Oh, how would I do that now? I think just by scrolling
quickly when I see stuff. Or when I see... I said before,
like 50 retweets in a row, I’m just like “Okay, scroll, scroll
scroll, scroll, scroll" (P7).
Finally, the largest group of participants described controlling
what they see by the choice of social network itself (n =
10). They viewed selecting a social network as a form of
controlling who and what they saw, by following different
people on different platforms. Several noted that they used
other platforms for closer friends (e.g., “I don’t have them
on Snapchat ’cause I’m not a close enough friend" (P3)), but
Twitter for more distant friends or celebrities:
I don’t go on Twitter to look at my friends, so that’s
Instagram or Snapchat. Twitter is very much to look at
the opinions of people that I typically don’t know but that
have a bigger platform (P30).
Some tied this to how social norms differ across platforms,
“I’m Facebook friends with people I hate and all that. But
with Twitter, it’s more like you have the choice to follow who
you follow" (P4). Others focused on the core difference in
news feed prioritization between social networks (“Sometimes
that stuff gets buried [...] ’cause I feel like with Facebook
I miss a lot" (P11)), tying that to the importance of Twitter
for news: “I don’t usually follow newspapers on Facebook or
Instagram [... But] for breaking news and stuff I go to Twitter
right away" (P9).
So while users understood the available controls, they described use of a rich set of improvised solutions to be more

satisfied with their feeds. This is somewhat surprising, given
the extensive control settings that Twitter offers.
CONCLUSIONS, QUESTIONS, AND NEXT STEPS
Trust, Violated Expectations and Ethics of Controls

In this work, we uncovered a placebo effect for control settings
on social media. While this placebo effect might suggest
adding non-functional controls – or even just a quick and dirty
implementation of the controls eventually desired – to increase
user satisfaction, we argue here that we must look deeper.
Non-functional controls might suffice if social media were
used solely for entertainment (as was likely the case for most
of our participants). However, research has shown that social media has far greater impact, e.g., on organizing social
movements [59] and news access [52]. Reliance on a platform
such as Twitter in the context of a violent political conflict
might bring high stakes to the questions of reliability and
trustworthiness of control settings or of the algorithm itself.
The fact that, in our work, users encountered violated expectations for both the real and the random controls suggests a
potential for breakdown of trust even with the real controls.
Indeed, Kizilcec has shown that when users’ expectations are
violated, they trust systems less — unless provided some transparency [29]. While our study did not explicitly measure trust,
it is an important factor when considering the impact of such a
placebo effect. It is already well-established that users default
to considering automated systems trustworthy [16] and may
be liable to overtrusting systems [39, 40, 49].
For controls in particular, the likelihood that users accept
defaults has potential negative outcomes, including forming inaccurate representations of important relationships or
world events that, when acted upon, lead to misunderstanding, strained relationships, social alienation, or worse [17, 51].
With social media playing a growing role in civic and political
life, surely it will become ever more important to establish not
only whether these platforms are delivering what they promise,
as in the growing area of work on algorithmic accountability,
but how they establish trustworthiness for users. Relatedly,
explorations of the ethics of misrepresentative control settings
might fit well within emerging conversations about the ethics
of algorithmic systems [5, 11, 13, 44].

“In my normal feed [...] honestly on every page there’s two or
three either sponsored, or it says ad. This took them all out,
which is amazing" (P31). But since this runs counter to the
economic interests of the platform, control settings to remove
advertisements seem unlikely.
As a platform, Twitter is popular, but it differs from other
social networks: the default is public posts, following is unidirectional (allowing connections with celebrities) and Twitter
has important size limitations. This may limit generalization
of the results in some important ways. Perhaps use of existing
controls would be more closely tied to satisfaction in less fastpaced platforms or ones that focus more on personal friends,
whose presence past work has shown to be important [19].
This study focused on user satisfaction with news feeds without regard for the social and historical context of the user and
platform. This raises potential for future study that accounts
for such contexts more explicitly – or for the possibility that
user satisfaction may be a secondary feature in some contexts.
Rethinking Control Panel Design

Our work showed the presence of a placebo effect but not
its mechanism. Are people more satisfied when a control is
present simply because they enjoy exerting control? Or is it
the change to their daily feed, and the accompanying sense
of surprise or serendipity of what they’re seeing, that makes
users more satisfied? One user described his news feed goal
as: “I pretty much only wanna see basketball, but then having
these little things, of like the most basic thing to know about
weather, fashion, business..." (P28). The added spice of such
atypical results may be why users enjoyed random controls.
Understanding the mechanisms that determine this effect will
likely also impact what good control setting design practices
should look like. However, our study suggests that traditional
methods of study (like the cognitive walkthrough) are not
sufficient. Particularly as much of the control users have
is intertwined with other functionality with important social
implications (e.g., the “like" button), it is also an open question
how users weigh the desire for control against other important
social media functions.

Whenever an interface promises to make something
‘clear’ or speaks of allowing something to work in just
the simplest way possible, it must first of all be assaulted
with questions, yawns and scripts rather than rewarded
with immediate identification [21].

In addition, users’ rich set of improvised approaches to seeing
what they want raises questions. Given the dexterity users
show in “inhabit[ing] a stream of multilayered information"
on Twitter [9], perhaps it should be unsurprising that these
approaches exist. Nevertheless, we wonder what it is about
manipulation of the news feed through scrolling techniques,
patterns of use, or other improvised solutions that seems to
bring more satisfaction for users (particularly given the rich
set of existing controls). Better understanding of how users
employ improvised manipulation of news feeds, and why,
could support designers of feed composition algorithms in
creating products that create trust and support long-term use.

In our case, for example, we consider the question: what are
the control settings not being built? One could argue that a
social media platform would never build the control settings
people truly want (e.g., removing ads or promoted content).
For example, one user noticed the lack of ads on our system,

We would like to thank Michael Kruepke and Wai-Tat Fu for
their helpful discussions of experimental design. This work
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Social Context and Platform

No control setting can exist apart from the system it controls.
To complicate our call for transparency in interface design, we
reference Matthew Fuller who argues:
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